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Beautiful days from but a moment ago….
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TEST SECRETARY NOTES:
Hello!
We are gearing up for the Fall Test. It will be a busy weekend with a full test
of Natural Ability on Friday, August 25, a double UT test on Saturday and a full
single test of UT and UPT on Sunday.
We are also having a chapter dinner on Saturday evening with a 50/50 raffle,
and a raffle table so bring your new or slightly used gear for the table.
Please contact me to sign up for food contributions for lunches and dinner.
We will need sides and desserts.

Joanna Korte

Email joannakorte@gmail.com .
Thank you!

Hear ye! Hear ye!! ANNUAL “FALL TEST DINNER” and RAFFLE
Date: Saturday, August 26th Immediately following Saturday’s test.
Location: Sharpe’s Farm Pavilion (where we usually “sign in”)
BYO: Chair, beverages, smile

Menu: Steak and Chicken Dinner @ $15 per person
Assorted Appetizers and Side Dishes by volunteers
Two Raffles: a “50/50” raffle and also a raffle table with new or slightly used gear

Volunteers please contact JoannaKorte@gmail.com
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Reprinted July 27th Request from Bob Fee—
Director of Testing
Our Fall Tests are a mere 4 weeks away and the
chapter once again needs volunteers. The dates of
the tests are Friday, Saturday, and Sunday, August
25, 26 & 27. Friday will be all NA dogs so we will do
the whole test at Sharp's Farm.
Saturday is a double test for UT dogs. We will need
a lot help on Saturday because we will need a team
of volunteers over at the dam and another team at
Sharp's Farm. On Saturday one team will go to the
dam with a group of dogs and handlers and do their
water portion of the test while the other group of
dogs will stay at Sharp's and do their field portion. After lunch the two groups will switch sites
and complete the test.
Sunday will be UPT and UT dogs and we will use Sharp's Farm and the dam.
Please consider volunteering to help the chapter. We have a reputation of running excellent
tests and that we know what we are doing. Some people volunteer for 1 day and some help
out all 3 days. This is a wonderful opportunity for newer members to jump right in and learn
how the test is run and offer a hand. It is a great way to get to know other members and be
known.

Anyone and everyone who wishes to volunteer please let me know. It helps me greatly to
know who is going to be there. The chapter needs and appreciates your help. Thank you!
Best regards,
Bob Fee
Director of Testing
bobf@meteocast.net
603-455-0471
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yet done and the Army Corps will mow the dike side as
they did last year before our Fall test weekend.

HELDCA and Sharpe’s Farm Update

There is a ton of news from HELDCA so I will try to give as
Good News- HELDCA will pay for a large load of fill to be
brief an update as possible but know that if any members
dumped somewhere in the southeast corner of the field.
want further info please call me.
It will be used to fill holes and hopefully prevent falls/
Dave Trahan and Phil Thayer have been appointed co-VP’s sprains particularly east of the Pavilion. Army Corps will
of HELDCA in charge of maintenance/upkeep at Sharpe’s buy new split rail so we can replace the existing fence.
and the Dike. This is good as they are both members of Most importantly, Army Corps has agreed to re-opening
our chapter. That said, HELDCA board must approve any areas beyond the stone wall on the east side of field 1, reactivities and the board rarely meets so sometimes it open areas beyond the end of field 3 and begin cutting the
takes a long time to accomplish goals.
woodcock areas west of field 2. It is my hope that we can
In the past 2 years we have established a new key and sign create more covert areas for the many clubs using
board location, saving many miles of travel. Terry Long Sharpe’s and begin the work early this winter depending
has built signs specific for our chapter (thanks Terry!!). on weather.
We hired Champion Construction to push the field edges
back in fields 2 and 3. And we have established a long
term maintenance plan along with a new fund to pay for
these improvements.

I know the field cutting issue is a great source of frustration for many. Please do not take it out on those doing
the mowing. John Graff, Bob Fee, Terry Long, and Dave
Trahan have done the lion-share of field mowing the past
few years. Phil Thayer has done a lot of saw and trimming
work. We are so appreciative as running a bush hog puts
a great deal of wear and tear on expensive tractors. They
pay for their own fuel and the cost of transporting their
rigs. John Graf drives all the way from Boxford, Mass and
back! He even lent his brand new truck with 650 miles on
the odometer to another mower guy so he could get his
tractor there. Thank you volunteers!!!

On a more challenging note there continues to be debate
over how we mow the fields. Each club has varying needs
for tests, trials, and training. Further, the Army Corps will
not allow us to mow before July 15th , Fish and Game
stocks pheasants in the fall and hunters want field covert,
all significantly complicating matters.

For those of us that have had to maintain or cut fields in
our lives we know this truth- if you want a field with hay,
grass or other similar covert in this part of the country you We will figure out the field issue eventually. As always I
really have to cut it flat at least once per year. Otherwise, appreciate your feedback.
you end up with stalky plants that once mowed or bush
Chris Pope
hogged become sharp sticks that can cut dogs feet.
As a compromise HELDA decided that the fields would be
mowed in the following manner this year:
Chris can be reached at
Field 1 and 3- will be cut close 2 mower widths around chpope@comcast.net
the outside perimeter; 3 length-wise cuts (front to
back) 2 mower widths wide and numerous lateral
cuts 2 mowers wide cut in an S-pattern.
The bottom line- NO more than 50% of field 1 and 3
will be cut;
Field 2 was left up to MV-NAVHDA (Dave T. asked that
it be fully mowed but leave several squares where
birds could be planted.
As of this writing the mowing is in progress. Field 1 is not
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The unwritten order of things
Chapter membership is at record heights. This is
wonderful but also means that we have many new
members who are not aware of the “etiquette “
that is necessary for sharing facilities of the MV
Chapter. This column is written in a spirit of
friendship and for the safety of all. Ed.

Those of us who train, hunt and socialize in
MVNAVHDA are courteous to one another.
We seek to improve our dogs, our selves, and
the chapter. There is an order to things
(believe it or not) in rules for testing, rules
for gun safety, rules for how we handle the
bird trailer,...the list goes on. They exist to
provide safety and an order to our events.

members. Not all of us are as agile as we
were years ago, and children are enjoying
themselves at our field days. It is absolutely
imperative that we do everything we can to
avoid causing injury—not to mention keeping
the grounds looking as they should.
Therefore, please, please, please (!)... if your
dog digs a hole at the Sharpe’s Farm training
grounds , PLEASE FILL IT BACK IN.

Please fill in any holes that your dog digs. It’s
the right thing to do...and now you know why.

Thus endeth the lesson on “the unwritten
order of things”….

I’d like to address what may be called “the
unwritten order of things”. Many of us know
most of the “unwritten rules”. They are
wrapped in common sense: If you open a
gate, close it. If you drop something on the
ground (shotgun shells for instance), pick it
up. If you borrow something, return it. If
you see a friend needing a hand, lend it. If
your dog poops where people walk, clean it
up. You can see where I’m going….

“Gravity challenged “

We have an issue that was identified by folks
who were doing the cutting. (Also see the
update on Heldca activities on page 4.).
After the cutting activities, there were no
holes. Now there are some. Dog holes cause
accidents and are “trip and fall hazards.”
Though we would all like to walk on “holy
ground”, in this case we need to ensure the
safety and well-being of our MV chapter
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(Den)
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The wind of change…
Another season’s wind is bringing change.

magnify those great qualities.

The past few years, we’ve tried to edit the newsletter in a
manner that encouraged dialogue, activity and
“community” in the Merrimack Valley Chapter. Our
membership and attendance is at an all-time high.
(Hopefully, the newsletter ‘complimented’ the chapter’s
growth.) Many good things are going on.

Now begins the season for me to move on. Age, illnesses,
and family needs require that I step down as editor of the
MVNAVHDA Newsletter.

Training days have become more than just dog training.
The chapter website is a well-managed, vibrant, factdriven information center. Folks often take pictures and
share them. We have a “youth day” that is getting better
every year. MV Chapter is a popular testing chapter. As I
said, good things are going on! Those were but a few!
The MVNAVHDA Facebook page was started by T. G.
Long well before I sat in the newsletter editor’s chair.
Now, many of us are posting pictures and comments.
The initial Facebook ‘sparks’ have ignited our own on-line
social network. We have an MVNAVHDA account in
Shutterfly—thanks to Cheryl Cyr—which allows us to
place and access photos and have them placed on cups,
frames, etc. In both of these venues, the photographs
are more easily viewed than in the newsletter.
The MVNAVHDA newsletter became much easier to put
together after VP Terry Long gave us the use of MSOffice
which has “Publisher” (a publishing program) in it. Now,
it’s mostly a matter of “point and click”. The program
“Publisher” is very user-friendly and intuitive -- like
“Word”. Also, we are using email “feeds” from different
state wildlife agencies to provide a glimpse of what’s going on in the Merrimack Valley area. Members share
wonderful articles for the newsletter. Some articles even
make it into NAVHDA International’s VHD magazine!

I was able to stand on Jessica Barker’s shoulders when I
“dared” to try my hand at being the newsletter editor.
Now I’m hoping that someone will dare to “give it a try”
and stand on ours. I intend to continue to be an active
member, however my involvement must be pared down to
accommodate other growing family obligations.
There is someone out there—perhaps even two or three
—who would have fun with the newsletter for a while. It’s
time for new ideas….a fresh look at things.
I will help whoever would like to learn how to do this (fun)
job that easily adapts to one’s schedule. Please contact
President Carol Trahan and express your interest. We’ll
help you and work with you.
I will be “done” at the end of the year, so the first
“project” for the new editor will be the annual meeting.
(Easy-peezy!) Thanks to all for your kind support. It’s
been an honor (and fun!) to serve you.
Who’s next?

Den

Though dogs will always be our primary focus, these
efforts combined with other activities have strengthened
the chapter and given members the opportunity to go
“beyond” dogs. The many friendships, sharing, sense of
community, and teaching one another all orbit around
the desire to train with great dogs. These qualities are
nothing new . They always existed in the chapter. And
we hope that we have— in some small way—helped to
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YOUTH DAY 2017 — IT JUST KEEPS GETTING BETTER!

MVNAVHDA’s Youth Day was held at the New England Upland Shooting Preserve near Henniker, NH. By all reports, it
was a great time and youth got the chance to experience hunting with a trained NAVHDA dog. Safety, shotgun skills,
instruction by NH Fish and Game, by the Ruffed Grouse Society, great food, great times and most especially—great
memories!!
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Action at the water on
youth day.
Many thanks to all who
made it a success!
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MEMORIES—MAY 20th

A bright sunny day. 60s to low 70s, light wind to keep bugs down—a great day for training!
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Nova’s First Point
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Thanks to Our National Sponsors:

Thanks to Our Local Chapter Sponsors:

And Thanks to Our Conservation Partners:
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Merrimack Valley Chapter
Officers and Appointees
E-Contact List

Member

CHAPTER OFFICERS

Email

Carol Trahan

President

carolt@onpointkennel.com

Terry Long

Vice President

longdrivered@yahoo.com

Gus Gouzoules

Treasurer

baysiderun@myfairpoint.net

Phil Thayer

Secretary

vtbirddogs@gmail.com

Bob Fee

Director of Testing

bobf@metrocast.net

David Trahan

Director of Judging

davidt@onpointkennel.com

Joanna Korte

Test Secretary

joannakorte@gmail.com

Chris Doherty

Director of Training

landlubber30@icloud.com

Casey Matthews

Director of Gunners

matthewscasey0@gmail.com

Member

APPOINTED CHAPTER POSITIONS

Email

Andrew Gallant

Youth Activity Director

agallant028@gmail.com

Chris Pope

Delegate At Large to HELDCA

chpope@comcast.net

Jessica Barker

Membership

mvnavhda.membership@gmail.com

Mike Trull

Webmaster

webmaster@mvnavhda.com

Dennis Swett

Newsletter Editor

mvnavhda.editor@gmail.com

Jessica Barker

Merchandise Coordinator

mvnavhda.membership@gmail.com

Terry Long

NH Wildlife Federation Representative

longdrivered@yahoo.com
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